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This article presents new examples of Jaffard domains (domains whose valuative dimension 

defined more accurately coincides with the Krull dimension) which can help to determine more 

clearly their relationships with other classes of domains, in particular the ‘D+ M’, the Kaplansky 

strong S-domains and the non-noetherian U.F.D. (unique facroridation domains). 

Introduction 

Let A be a commutative domain of finite Krull dimension. It is already known 

[9] that the dimension of the polynomial ring with n indeterminates and with coeffi- 

cients in A satisfies the double inequality 

n+dimA<dimA[X,,...,X,]<n+(n+l)dimA, 

and that dim A[X,, . . . ,X,,] = n + dim A when A is noetherian [15] or Priiferian 

[ 171. In order to specify these explicit results on the dimension of polynomial rings, 

Jaffard [II] introduced the notion of valuative dimension of a ring (Section l), 

denoted dim, A. For every ring A, it satisfies 

dimA<dim,)A and dim,A[X,,...,X,]=n+dim,.A. 

Moreover, when dim, A is finite, Jaffard proved that dim A[X,, . . . , X,] = 
dim, A [X,, . . . , X,] as soon as n L dim, A and Arnold [2] established that this is also 

true if nrdim,,A- 1. 

So it became natural to study those rings A whose valuative dimension coincides 

with the Krull dimension. That was done by Jaffard in [ 111. For that reason, we call 

Juffurd domain any finite Krull dimensional domain A, such that dim, A = dim A. 

The importance of Jaffard domains in relation to catenarity questions [15] must be 

recalled here as any universally catenarian domain is a Jaffard domain [4]. One will 

find in [l] most of what is now known on Jaffard domains. 

* Work done with the support of a N.A.T.O. Research grant (no. RC S5/0035) and the help of the 

Department of Mathematics, Roma University. 
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In this article, we present new examples of Jaffard domains in order to point out 

the connection between Jaffard domains, Kaplansky strong S-domains [ 131, Malik 

and Mott universally strong S-domains [l4] and UFD. To this end, we shall first 

determine under which conditions, D + M rings, (D + M)[X,, . . . , PC,,], D + XD, [X] 

and D + XK[X] are Jaffard domains. Then, we will show how to build UFD or non- 

UFD Jaffard domains with a finite dimension and belonging to no already known 

families. 

1. Terminology and notations 

The terminology and notations which are not established in this paragraph are 

those of [S, 13, 151. 

The considered rings are integral, commutative domains. Let A be a ring. Then 

its Krull dimension is denoted dim A E N U {m}. We admit that n < 03 for each n E N 

and that n + CO = 03 + 03 = 03. Let us recall the following definition [9]: 

Definition. Let A be an integer ring, K = Frac(A) its quotient field, L an algebraic 

extension of K and n an integer. Then A is said to be of finite valuative dimension 

n and we write dim, A = n if the following equivalent properties are satisfied: 

(i) Every valuation overring of A in L has Krull dimension <n and there exists 

a valuation overring of A in L of dimension n; 

(ii) Every valuation overring of A in K has Krull dimension <n and there exists 

a valuation overring of A in K of dimension n; 

(iii) Every overring of A in L has dimension rn and there exists an overring of 

A in L of dimension n; 

(iv) Every overring of A in K has dimension in and there exists an overring of 

A in K of dimension n; 

(v) dim A[X,, . . ..X.,] =2n; 

(vi) dim A[X,, . . . , X,] =n+s for every sin. 

If such an integer n does not exist, we shall say that A has infinite valuative 

dimension and we write dim, A = 03. 

It is clear that dim A <dim,,A and we know, thanks to Jaffard, that the dif- 

ference dim, A - dim A can be arbitrarily large. For example, with Proposition 2.1 

it becomes obvious that if A = Q + YQ(X,, . . . , X,,)[[Y]] and B=Q+ YlR[[Y]], then 

dimA=dimB=l whereas dim,A=n+l and dim,B=a. 

We notice with that example that B has a non-finite valuative dimension although 

all the rings B[X,, . . . , X,] have a finite Krull dimension. Note also that rings A and 

B are integrally closed but are not completely integrally closed [9] and therefore are 

non-noetherian. 

Further, recall [l 11: dim,, A[X,, . . . , X,,] = n + dim, A for every n 2 1 and for every 

ring A, if A c BC Frac(A), then dim,. Bs dim, A. 
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Definition. Any domain A of finite Krull dimension is called a Jaffard domain if 

it satisfies the two following equivalent properties: 

(i) dim, A = dim A; 

(ii) dimA[X,,..., X,,]=n+dimA for every nr 1. 

It is known that the finite noetherian Krull dimensional rings or Prufer rings [ 1 l] 

or universally catenarian rings [4], or the universally strong S-domains [14] or the 

polynomial rings A [X,, . . . , X,,] with A Jaffard [1 I] are Jaffard domains. More- 

over, if A is a finite-valuative-dimensional ring, then for every n>dim, A - 1, the 

ring AIXl, . . . , X,,] is a Jaffard domain [2]. It becomes obvious with this last exam- 

ple that the quotient of a Jaffard domain by a prime ideal is not necessarily a 

Jaffard domain, which gives an answer to a question in [II]. 

Notice also that if A G B is an integral extension of integral domains, then A is 

Jaffard if and only if B is Jaffard. 

Notations. Let D be a subring of a field K, we write deg tr, KE N U {a} the 

transcendence degree of K on D and D’ the integral closure of D (in Frac(D)). 

Let p be a prime ideal of a ring A, we write p*=p[X] =pA[X] for its extension 

in A[X]. If PESpec(A[X]) is such that PfIA=p and if p[X]$P, then its 

canonical image in Frac(A/p)[X] is a principal ideal p,,Frac(A/p)[X] with 

p,, E (A/p)[X] irreduccible in Frac(A/p)[X] and we write P = (p, cp) where rp E A [X] 

is an antecedent of ‘pp E (A/p)[X] in A[Xl. 
The considered ‘D+M’ rings will, as in [9], be subrings of a valuation ring of 

the form I/= K + M where A4 is the maximal ideal of V and K its residual fields; the 

ring D is supposed to be a subring of the field K. 
A ring A is called a strong S-domain if for any pair P, c P2 of adjacent primes 

of A their extensions P, [X] CP,[X] are adjacent primes of A [Xl. 
We say that A is a universally strong S-domain [12, 141 if A[X,, . . . ,X,] is a 

strong S-domain for every non-negative integer n. 

2. Results 

We shall first study under which conditions the ‘D + M’ rings are Jaffard do- 

mains; we shall then give the consequences on the polynomial ring extensions of the 

‘D+M’ and on strong S-domains. 

Proposition 2.1. Let V be a valuation ring of the form V=K+M, where M is its 
maximal ideal, K its residual field, D a subring of K with quotient field k and 
R=D+M. Then 

(a) dim,, R = dim, D + dim V = deg tr, K; 
(b) R is a Jaffard ring if and only if D is Jaffard and K is algebraic over D. 
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Proof. Let AcK be a ring such that dim A =dim, D and B=A +M. Then, on the 

one hand, we have [9]: 

dimB=dimA+dim V=dim,D+dim V 

and on the other hand, as B is an overring of R, dim Bsdim,, R, so 

dim, D + dim VI dim, R. (*) 

If the degree of transcendence of K on k is non-finite, the ring R is included in the 

overring B, = k[X,, . . . , X,,, . ..I +A4 where the xi E K are algebraically independent 

over K. Therefore B, has infinite Krull dimension, R has non-finite valuative 

dimension and (a) is trivially proved. From now on, we shall suppose that K has a 

finite degree of transcendence on k and that B, = k[X,, . . . ,X,] + A4 where the x, E K 
are algebraically independent over k. Then 

d-t dim I/= dim B, 5 dim, R 

and 

deg tr, K + dim I/s dim, R. (**) 

(1) The above inequalities (*) and (**) prove that if dim, R is finite, the same 

happens for dim, D and dim V. Let n = dim,, R; with [lo], we have, 

2n=dimR[X ,,..., X,,] 

= dim V+ dim D[X,, . . . ,X,] + inf(n, deg tr, K) 

= dim I/+ n + dim, D + inf(n, deg tr, K). 

Since in (**) we have n = dim, R zdeg tr, K, we come to write dim, R = n = 
dim V+ dim,. D + deg tr, K. 

(2) Now assume that dim, D and dim V are finite, then R is necessarily of finite 

valuative dimension. Indeed, consider a valuation ring W such that R C WC Frac( V). 

The ring kfl W is a valuation ring of k; the ring A = (kn W) +M contains R, is in- 

cluded in I/n W and has as quotient field Frac( V) = L. 

A is a valuation ring of L. As a matter of fact, let x be in L. Then, as XE V or 

x ‘E V, we suppose that XEV. We write x=(Y+M with aEk and rn~M. If 

czE Wnk, we havexEA. We now suppose that cr@ Wnk. Then, a-‘Ekfl Wand 
x-1 _-I +m’EA where m’EM. 

Note that dim A = dim( Wn k) + dim I/. As Wn k is an overring of D on k, we 
have dim A 5 dim, D + dim I/< 03. As W is an overring of the valuation ring A on 

L, we can deduce dim WI dim, D+ dim I/< 03. That establishes that the valuative 

dimension of R is finite. 0 

Corollary 2.2. Let V be a valuation ring of the form K+ M of finite dimension dr 1; 

let D$ K be an overring of K of finite valuative dimension s and with quotient 
field k. If e = deg tr, K is finite, then 
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(a) ifnrd+s+e- 1, thering (D+M)[X,,..., X,, ] is a Juffard ring of dimension 

n+d+s+e; 

(b) if dim, D- dim D + e>O, there exists no E N such that (D+M)[X,, . . . ,X,,] is 

not a strong S-domain for every nrn,. 

Proof. Let R = D + M. From Proposition 2.1, we have dim, R = d + s + e and then, 

for nrd+s+e- 1 

dim R[X,, . . . , X,]=dim,R[X,,...,X,]=n+d+s+e. 

Still from Proposition 2.1, if dim, D - dim D + e> 0, the ring R is not Jaffard, and 

therefore not a universal strong S-domain. Hence, there exists noE N such that for 

every n 2 no, the ring R[X,, . . . , X,,] is not a strong S-domain. n 

Example 2.3. Jaffard domains A,, with dimension n +3 which are not strong 

S-domains for every n 2 0. The ring B = Z + VQ(U)[ VI,,,, has Krull dimension 

equal to 2 and has a valuative dimension equal to 3. It is therefore not Jaffard. For 

n 2 2, the ring A, = B[X,, . . . , X,,] is Jaffard with dimension n + 3. For n = 1, we 

have dim B[X,] =4 = dim, B[X,]. The ring B[X,] is not a strong S-domain, other- 

wise B would also be a strong S-domain and we would have dim B[X,,X,] = 

1 + dim B[X,] =2+ dim B=4, which is nonsense. So, none of the rings A,, = 

BIXl, .._ ,X,?] is a strong S-domain for n 2 0. 

Remark 2.4. We show that a universally strong S-domain with finite dimension is 

a Jaffard ring by establishing that in such a ring A, for every prime ideal p on A 

and for every n 2 1, we have 

htp[X,, . . . ,X,] = htp. 

On the other hand, a Jaffard domain does not necessarily satisfy this property as 

shown in [4, Example 51. Moreover, the Jaffard ring A of that example has a multi- 

plicative part S such that the ring S ‘A is not Jaffard. 

We nevertheless have the following result: 

Proposition 2.5. (a) For a finite-dimensional ring A, the following assertions are 

equivalent: 

(i) The ring S ‘A is Jaffard for every multiplicative set S of A; 

(ii) The ring A,, is Jaffurd for every prime ideal p of A. 

(b) Let A be an equicodimensional (resp. equicodimensional and catenarian) 

Juffard ring with finite dimension; for every maximal ideal m of A (resp. for every 

prime ideal p of A) the ring A,,, (resp. A,,) is Juffard. 

Proof. (a) We have to establish (ii) * (i). Let S be a multiplicative set of A and sup- 

pose that A satisfies (ii). If S-‘A is not Jaffard there exists a valuation ring V such 

that S ‘A C VC Frac(A) with dim S ‘A <dim V. Then S- ‘A fl M is a prime ideal 
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S- ‘p where p E Spec(A). Therefore, we have dim A,, = ht p 5 dim S- ‘A <dim V, 

which is nonsense. 

(b) Let m be a maximal ideal of A and let n = dim A. We just have to notice that 

A being equicodimensional, we have: 

n+dimA,,,=2nIdimA,,,[X, ,..., X,,]rdimA[X, ,..., X,]=2n. 

Let p be a prime ideal of A; we know [l l] that dim, A,,+ dim,. /l/p5 dim, A. 

As A is equicodimensionally catenarian, we have 0 = dim,, A - dim A 2 dim, A,, + 

dim,, A/p - dim A,, - dim A/p 2 0. Therefore, dim, A,, = dim A,, (and also dim, A/p = 

dim A/p). 1 

Let us now recall the characterizations of Jaffard domains of dimension 1 given 

in [4]. 

Lemma 2.6. For a 1 -dimensional domain, the folio wing assertions are equivalent: 

(i) A is a Jaffard domain; 

(ii) A [X] is cafenarian; 

(iii) A is universally catenarian; 

(iv) A is a strong S-domain; 

(v) A is an S-domain ; 
(vi) dim A [X] = 2; 

(vii) A ’ is Priiferian; 

(viii) Qcp[X] implies Q = (Qfl A)[X] for every p E Spec(A); 

(ix) QcpW,, . . . . X,,] implies Q = (Qfl A)[X,, . . . , A’,,] for every p E Spec(A). 3 

In dimension 2, we can state: 

Proposition 2.7. Let A be a 2-dimensional equicodimensional Jaffard ring. Then 

(a) A is a strong S-domain; 

(b) If PE Spec(A) has height 1, then A,, is universally catenarian and A,; is 

Priifer ; 

(c) For every multiplicative set S, the ring S ‘A is Jaffard; 

(d) Let pESpec(A) and QCp[X, ,..., X,,]. If Qz(QnA)[X, ,..., X,,], then 

QnA =(0) and htp-2. 

Proof. (a) Under these hypotheses, in A, every saturated maximal chain of prime 

ideals is of the form (O)$p$177 with ht p = 1 and ht m = 2. As A[X] is 

3-dimensional and as m* is not maximal, there exists a maximal saturated chain 

(O)$p*$m*cM so, htp*= 1 and ht(m*/p*)= 1. 

(b) Let p E Spec(A) be a prime ideal of height 1. We have 2 I dim A,[X] 5 3. If 

dim A,,[X] = 3, there exists in A,[X] a saturated chain of prime ideals (O)sQ$ 

(pA,)*$M, hence in A[X] a saturated chain (0)~ Q, $p*, which contradicts (a). 

Therefore dim A,[X] = 2 and it follows from Lemma 2.6 that A, is universally 

catenarian and A,; is Priiferian. 
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(c) If we take Proposition 2.5 into account, we just have to show that A, is a 

Jaffard ring for every PE Spec(A). If p has height 1, from (a) A, is universally 

catenarian and also Jaffard. Let us suppose p has height 2; then 4 I dim A,, [X, Y] I 

dim A [X, Y] = 4. Therefore, dim A, [X, Y] = 4 and therefore, dim, A, = 2 = dim A,, . 
(d) Letq=QnA;supposethatq#(O).As(O)C.q[X, ,..., X,]$Qcp[X ,,..., X,,], 

we then have the strictly increasing chain 

(O&q]&, . ..> x,l~Q~p[X,,...,X,,lS:(p,X,)S:...S:(p,X,,...,X,,), 

which implies that dim A[X,, . . . , X,,] =n+ 2; from which one can conclude that 

there is a contradiction and that consequently q=O. If we had ht p= 1, from (b) 

the ring A, would be Jaffard and A,, [X,, . . . , X,l] would be n + 1 dimensional. That 

is nonsense as there also exists a strictly increasing series of prime ideals in 

A,F,, . . ..X.,l: 

(~)~Q,,SPA,[X,,...,X,IS.(P,X,),,S:...S:(P,X,,...,X,,),~. 

Therefore necessarily ht p = 2. 0 

We remark that under the hypotheses of Proposition 2.7, if m is a maximal ideal of 

A, the ring A,,, is not necessarily universally catenarian: to see that, we need only 

choose A as a 2-dimensional local noetherian and not universally catenarian ring. 

See [15] or [16]. 

We can show that for a 2-dimensional equicodimensional ring, the following 

statements are equivalent: 

(i) A is a strong S-domain; 

(ii) dim A [X] = 3. 

On the other hand, such a ring - e.g. Z + XfR[[X]] - is not necessarily Jaffard. 

Notice also that in the case of a 2-dimensional equicodimensional Jaffard ring A, 
the ring A [X] is not necessarily catenarian [ 161. 

Corollary 2.8. Let A be a 2-dimensional equicodimensional Jaffard ring B such that 
Q$P and QnA =(0) implies ht(P/Q)rht(PnA). Then 

(a) A[X] is catenarian and 
(b) Qcp[X] implies Q=(QnA)[X]. 

Proof. (b) Let p E Spec(A) and Q E Spec(A [Xl) be such that (0) # Qsp[X]. Let us 

prove, ad absurdum, that Q=(QnA)[X]. On the other hand, from Proposition 2.7 

we have QnA =(0) and htp=2. Thus, ht@[X]/Q)rhtp=2. As ht Q= 1 and as 

p[X] is non-maximal, we should have dim A [X] > 4: nonsense. 

(a) If A [X] is non-catenarian, there exist two chains of prime ideals (0) C P, C 

P,CM and (0)CQCM such that 

ht(M/P,) = ht(P,/P,) = ht(P,) = ht(M/Q) = ht(Q) = 1. 

Let m =MflA; from Proposition 2.5, A,, is a two-dimensional Jaffard ring, there- 
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fore, dim A,,, [X] = 3 and ht m = 2. Thus, ht(M/Q) = 1 < ht m. From the hypotheses, 

this implies that QnA =q#O. As Q has height 1, necessarily Q=q[X]~m[X]~M, 

which contradicts ht(M/Q) = 1. 0 

In order to ‘generalize’ the ‘D+M’, some authors, as in [7], have introduced the 

following construction: given a multiplicative set S of a ring D, we assume T”‘= 

D + XD, [X] where D, = S ‘D. This ring is formed with f(X) ED, [X] such that 

f(0) ED. Particular case: S = D - (0) and T= D + Xk[X] where k = Frac(D). 

In general, the Krull dimension of the ring T G’ is not known; we can however 

establish [7] that 

1 + dim D 5 dim T’,” 5 dim D[X] (1) 

so that 

Lemma 2.9. If D is a Juffurd ring, then 

dim T”’ = 1 + dim D. 3 

The following result shows that the valuative dimension of T’“’ can now be 

made clearer: 

Proposition 2.10. Let S be a multiplicative set of a ring D and T”’ = D + XD, [Xl; 

then 

(a) dim, T’.” = 1 + dim, D. 

(b) The following statements are equivulent: 

(i) D is a Juffard ring; 

(ii) T’“’ is a Juffurd ring and dim Tcs’ = 1 + dim D. 

Proof. (a) If dim,. D is finite, dim,. T”’ is also finite. As a matter of fact, set k= 

Frac(D). As T’“‘C k(X) is an overring over D[X], we have: dim,. T”“< dim, D[X] = 

1 +dim, D<+ 03. 

The converse is a consequence of the inequality dim, D< dim,. T’.” which we will 

now establish. Given A c k, a ring containing D such that dim A = dim,. D; the ring 

B =A +Xk[X] is an overring of T”” which has the same quotient field. Conse- 

quently dim A 5 dim BS dim, T’“‘, whence dim, D< dim, Tcs’. Now suppose that 

dim,. D and dim,, T”” are finite and that n = dim, T’S’~ dim, D. As 

T’“‘[X ,,..., X,]=D[X ,,..., X,]+XD,[X ,,..., X,,X] 

=D[X,,..., X,,l +X(D[X,,...,X,I),[Xl, 

it follows from (1) that 

l+dimD[X,,..., X,,]ldim T’“‘[X ,,.._, X,]~dim D[X, ,..., X,][X] 

whence, the choice of n being taken into account: 
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1 +n+dim,D<2nsn+ l+dim,D 

and finally, n = 1 + dim, D. 

(b) Immediate consequence of (l), Lemma 2.9 and (a). 0 

If we use Proposition 2.10 for the particular case S= D- (0)) we obtain the 

following: 

Corollary 2.11. Let K be the quotient field of an integral ring D. 
(a) dim, (D + XK[X]) = 1 + dim, D; 
(b) D + XK[X] is a Jaffard ring if and only if D is a Jaffard ring. 0 

Let n> 1 be an integer; this corollary enables us to build a Jaffard ring A,, 

which is n + l-dimensional, which is neither noetherian, nor Prtiferian, nor a poly- 

nomial ring extension of a Jaffard ring. We just have to set 

The fact that every noetherian ring and every finite-dimensional Pruferian ring is 

a Jaffard ring leads us to wonder whether it is the same for every Krull ring and 

more simply for every factorial ring, whence the following: 

Problem 1. Does there exist a finite-dimensional factorial ring which is not a Jaffard 

ring? 

We can now observe that 

(1) Every factorial ring is trivially an S-domain; 

(2) A factorial ring is not necessarily a strong S-domain [14]. 

As the examples given in [14] are factorial rings with non-finite Krull dimension, 

we can set the following: 

Problem 2. Does there exist a finite-dimensional factorial ring which is not a strong 

S-domain? 

We conjecture that the answer to these two problems is positive and, more 

precisely, for Problem 1, that for every integer n L 1, there exists a factorial ring A 

(necessarily non-noetherian) such that dim, A -dim A = n. 
Note that non-noetherian factorial rings built in [5,8, lo] are all Jaffard rings. 

Being unable to give an answer to the two preceding problems, we can however 

establish the following: 

Proposition 2.12. (a) For every integer nk2, there exists a factorial ring which is 
Jaffard, non-noetherian, n-dimensional and with characteristic p z- 0. 
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(b) For every integer n L 1, there exists a local factorial ring whch is Jaffard, non- 

noetherian, n-dimensional and with characteristic 0. 

Proof. (a) We use the construction of [lo]. Set P the Pontriagin group, a group 

without torsion and with rank 2 such that every subgroup of rank 1 is cyclic. Let 

G,,= P@Zi”p2; this group has no torsion and has rank n, and in [lo] it is proved 

that if k is a field, the group ring A =k[G,,] is factorial, non-noetherian, n- 

dimensional. Then we also need only establish that A is Jaffard. 

There exists in G,, a free subgroup F, with rank n such that G,, /F is torsion; con- 

sequently, the ring k[G,,] is integer on the noetherian ring - therefore Jaffard ring 

- k[F]. This implies that k[G,,] is Jaffard. 

(b) We use the construction of [7]. Let r= n - 1. There exists a group with no tor- 

sion L, with rank r which has a free subgroup F with rank r, such that L/F is 

torsion, the group ring Z[L] is factorial (non-noetherian), equicodimensional, n- 

dimensional and has a maximal ideal A4 such that Z[L],M is non-noetherian. Since 

n[L] is integer on the Jaffard ring Z[F], this ring is Jaffard and the same applies 

for J[L],,, with Proposition 2.5(b). Cl 

A 2-dimensional factorial ring, even noetherian like ZC2)[X] is not necessarily 

equicodimensional and a prime ideal with height 1 can be maximal. The last point 

cannot happen in dimension > 3; more precisely: 

Remark 2.13. Let A be a factorial ring with dimension 2 2 and A4 a maximal ideal 

of A[X]; the height of A4 is higher than or equal to 2. We prove it ad absurdum. 

Suppose A4 is a maximal ideal of A [X] with height 1. Thus M is principal generated 

by a(X) EA [Xl. Since M is maximal, it is not an extension; hence (Y $ A and s = 

degccel. Writecr=ao+a,X+...+a,X‘. Since A has dimension > 1, there exists in 

A an infinity of prime ideals with height 1, thus there also exists in A a prime ideal 

p with height 1 such that aif0 mod p for 0 5 iss. Therefore the canonical image d 

of IX in (A/p)[X] has degree sz 1 and can also be factorized in a product (PI ... @, of 

irreducible polynomials so that there exist i = 1, . . . , t such that (Y E (p, p, > and M= 

a.4 [X] c (p, lo, ). Since (p, 9;) has height 2, this inclusion is strict and contradicts 

the maximality of M. 
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